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Ab initio study of the elastic behavior of MgSiO3
ilmenite at high pressure
CesarR. S. Da Silva,1 BijayaB. Karki,1 LarsStixrude,
Renata M. Wentzcovitchl
Abstract. We investigatethe athermal high pressurebehavior of the elastic properties of MgSiO3 ilmenite up to
30 GPa using the ab initio pseudopotentialmethod. Our
resuks at zero pressureare in good agreementwith singlecrystal elasticity measurements. The elastic anisotropyis
shownto decreaseslightly under compressionand henceto
remain substantial (25 to 20% shear wave anisotropyand
16 to 10% longitudinalwaveanisotropy)overthe pressure

as a function of pressureup to 30 GPa. The predicted elastic constants are used to study the pressuredependenceof

regime studied. The directions of fastest and slowest wave

ablecell shape(VCS) moleculardynamics[Wentzcovitch
et
al., 1993]with the localdensityapproximation
(LDA) and

propagation are found to change slightly with pressureas
determined by the pressuredependenceof c•4 and c25. Comparisons with the elastic behavior of other deep transition
zone phasessuch as ringwoodite and garnet show that ilmenire is likely to be the fastest and most anisotropicmin-

elasticanisotropyand wavevelocities,and their geophysical
implications.

2. Calculations

and

Results

Computations are performed using first principles vari-

pseudopotential theory. The soft and separable Troullier-

Martinspseudopotentials
[Troullierand Martins, 1991]are
used. A plane wave basisset with cutoff of 70 Ry is used
to expand the valence electronic wave functions. The Bril-

eral in this region. Large contrasts(..• 10%) in velocities louin zone is sampledon a 3x3x3 regular grid which proand densitiesbetweenilmenite and garnet are suggestedto duces 2 special k-points for the equilibrium structure and
be significant for the interpretation of lateral structure in

the transition

zone.

up to 4 points for strained lattices. The elastic constants

are obtained from stress-strainrelations as in the previous

work [e.g., Karki et al., 1997]. The differences
in energies

1. Introduction

and stressesare well convergedso that computational un-

MgSiO3 ilmenite is a high pressure polymorph of enstatite that is stable to temperatures as high as 2100 K in

certainties in the elastic constants are within
_

1-2 %.

MgSiO• ilmenite is a trigonal structurewith spacegroup

the Mg-metasilicatesystem[Gasparik,1990]. In the mantle, R3 and is characterized by seven independent elastic conthe stability field of this phaseis restricted to lower temper- stants which we determine as a function of pressureup
aturesby the presenceof A1 which tends to stabilizegarnet to 30 GPa (Figure 1). Our results at zero pressurecomat the expense of ilmenite. Because of its limited stabil- pare favorably with ambient condition single-crystalmea[Weidnerand Ito, 1985](Table 1). As expected,
ity in the earth, ilmenite is expectedto occur only in cold surements
the first principlesresultsshowbetter agreementwith expersubduction environments near the bottom of the transition
calculations[Matsui
zone. Here its unusual elastic properties may play an impor- iment than do previoussemi-empirical
tant role in the interpretation of three-dimensional seismic et al., 1987]. Much of the differencesbetweenour results
structure, especially of subducted slabs.

and experiment can be attributed to the temperature dif-

The MgSiOa end-memberis expectedto provide a good
approximation to the elasticity of this phase in the mantle,
where it will also contain secondaryamounts of Fe-silicate
and alumina components. At ambient conditions,single-

ferenceof 300 K (sinceour computationsare static) and

available. At higher pressures,only its equation of state
and phasestability have been studied via theory and exper-

[Reynardet al., 1996].

the overbindingeffectsof the local density approximation of
our method. The elastic constantc• remainsmuch larger
than ca3throughoutthe pressureregimestudiedindicating
crystalX-ray diffraction[Horiuchiet al., 1982]and elastic- that the c-axis is more compressiblethan the a-axis, conity [Weidnerand Ito, 1985]data for MgSiOa ilmeniteare sistent with the high pressurex-ray powder diffraction data

In order to study the elastic anisotropy in ilmenite, we
calculate
the single-crystal elastic wave velocities as a funciment [Matsuiand Price, 1992;D'Arco et al., 1994;Reynard

et al., 1996];its elasticconstantsor seismicwavevelocities tion of propagationdirectionby solvingthe Christoffelequation [Musgrave,
1970].The trigonalilmenitestructurerepresentsa slightly distortedhexagonalclose-packing
of O atoms

are unknown. In this paper, we report first-principles determinations of the elastic parameters of MgSiOa ilmenite

with Mg and Si atoms in interstices. Relatively small values
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symmetry which showstransverse isotropy about the zonal
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(z) axisandfiniteanisotropy
in the yz andzx planes[Mus-
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of Minnesota, grave,1970]. Figure 2 depictsthe azimuthal dependenceof
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the compressional
(P) and shear (S) wave velocitiesin il-

menite in the xy, yz and zx planes at zero pressure. The
velocitycurvesin the basalplane shownearly circular symmetry about the z-axis, and this weak azimuthal anisotropy
comesentirely from the smallvaluesof two off-diagonalelas-
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Table 1. Zeropressureelasticmoduli(M) in GPa and their pressurederivativesof MgSiO3ilmenite(fromthird-order
finite strain fits), comparedwith experimentaldata [Weidnerand Ito, 1985]and previouscalculations[Matsuiet al.,
1987]
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tic constants C14 and c25. However, all elastic constants
contribute to the anisotropy in other planes. The yz plane
is found to show a stronger wave velocity anisotropy than
the zx plane; and this slight difference in the anisotropy is
associated with the condition that C14 > C25.

We calculate the pressure variations of the total azimuthal anisotropy and maximum polarization anisotropy

(for S-waves) [e.g., Karki et al., 1997], as shownin Figure 3. The azimuthal anisotropy is equal to the polarization anisotropy for S-waves at all pressures.The calculated
anisotropy shows a slight monotonic decrease with increasing pressure. The S-wave anisotropy is much stronger than
the P-wave anisotropy: The anisotropyis 25% for S-waves
and 16% for P-waves at zero pressurewhereas it is 20%
for S-waves and 10% for P-waves at 30 GPa.

The fastest

700

and slowestS-wavespropagatein a directioncloseto [100],
whereas P-waves are fastest and slowestfor propagation di-

rectionscloseto [010]and [0•1] respectively,
as markedin
Figure 2. These directions change slightly under compression, and this behavior can be traced back to the pressure
variations of cx4 and c25.

We determine the isotropically averaged velocities for Pand S-waves using the Voigt-Ruess-Hill averaging scheme

[Hill, 1952]over the pressurerange studied. The calculated
athermal densities and wave velocities at zero pressure are

2-3 % largerthan the measuredvaluesat ambientconditions
[Weidner and Ito, 1985],partly as a result of the difference
in temperature. The differencebetweenupper (Voigt) and
lower(Ruess)boundsissignificantfor this highlyanisotropic
mineral(up to 5%), and decreases
with increasingpressure.

3.

Discussion

011

033
500

A comparison of the seismic wave velocities of ilmenite
with those of other expected deep transition zone phases
showsthat ilmenite is the fastest mineral in the upper man-

tle (Figure4). Its shearwavevelocityis a few percentfaster
than that of ringwoodite[Kiefer et al., 1997], and 10 %
fasterthan that of garnet-majorite[Liu et al., 1998]. This
result is not likely to be substantially altered by the effects
of more complex bulk composition and temperature. We es-
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timate, basedon the parametersgivenby [Duffy and Anderson, 1989],that addition of iron in the amountXFe -0.10
may decreasethe velocity difference between ilmenite and
garnet-majorite to 8 %, and increasingthe temperature to
1800 K has a similar, small effect, also reducing the differenceto 8 %. Moreover, we note that addition of small
amountsof alumina to MgSiOs ilmenite is likely to make this
phase still faster compared with other upper mantle phases:

corundumis 6 % fasterthan MgSiO3 ilmcnite [Duan et al.,
1998].
The large contrast in Vs between ilmenite and garnet may
be important for the interpretation of the three-dimensional
structure of the transition zone as revealed by seismology

[e.g. van der Hilst et al., 1991]. In general,lateral variFigure 1. Pressuredependenceof the elasticmoduli (c•j, ations in seismic wave velocities may be caused by lateral
K and G) of MgSiO3 ilmenite. Symbolsare the experimental variations in temperature, phase assemblage,or bulk comdata [Weidner and Ito, 1985].
position. In the transition zone, lateral variations in tern-
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perature and phase assemblagewill be closely linked: one
expects an isobaric phase transition from garnet to ilmenite
as one moves

from

normal

mantle

into

945

S wave azimuthal and polarization

a cold subduction

environment[Anderson,1987]. The large velocitycontrast
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Figure 3. Pressuredependence
of P- and S-wavevelocity
anisotropy of MgSiO3 ilmenite.
15

between these two phaseswill magnify lateral heterogeneity
compared to what would be expected on the basis of ther-

Vmin
P

mal
s1
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effects

alone.

Our

results

indicate

that

at the bottom

of the transition zone in a pyrolite mantle, a temperature

,, y
15

km/s

decreaseof 500 K will increaseV$ by approximately 6 % if
the effects of temperature and the isobaric phase change are
included, or twice the effect of temperature alone.
The combined effects of temperature and isobaric phase
transitions may also be significant for dynamical models that
are based on conversion

of seismic structure

to lateral

vari-

ationsin density[Hageret al., 1985]. The reasonis that the
garnet to ilmenite phase transition entails a density con-

trast (10 %) that is as large as the velocitycontrast(Figure
4). Whereasdynamicalcalculationstypically convertlateral
variations in seismic wave velocities to variations in density

by using a model value of Olnp/OlnVs

x

< 0.4 that is as-

sumedto be independentof depth [Ricardet al., 1993],our

km/s

results indicate that this underestimates lateral density variations in the deep transition zone. A value closer to unity
may be more appropriate for a pyrolite-like mantle composition in this region.
The structure of the transition zone and the interpretation of tomographic results may be further complicated by
the very large anisotropy of ilmenite. We predict that the
single-crystalS-waveanisotropy of ilmenite is comparable to

that of olivine (greaterthan 20 %) and substantiallygreater
than that of other deep transition zone phasessuch as ring-

wooditeand garnet-majorite[Kiefer et al., 1997;Pacaloand
Weidner, 1997; Chai et al., 1997]. Moreover,somedegree
of alignment of ilmenite crystals in the non-hydrostatic environment of the slab may be expected. This is significant
because it indicates that our results place an approximate
upper bound on the anisotropy of cold portions of the deep

transition zone: the maximum expected anisotropy (7 %
2. Angular variationsof P- and S-wavevelocities in S, 4 % in P) is that of single crystal ilmenite reduced
in the xy, yz and zx planes of MgSiO3 ilmenite at zero by its volume fraction [• 30 % in a pyrolite mantle, Ira
pressure.
and Stixrude, 1992]. More precisestatementsregardingthe

Figure
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